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some 1400 shipwrecks pre-dating 1914 are 
I1t .. i,,...~n CO<:1stllne figure includes 46 pre-1700 wrecks, 90 
from 1800 to 1830.' 
Groups int,::.roctc.rI in historic shipwrecks are inter alia: archaeologists, historians, 
numismatists, Monuments Council, underwriters, amateur/recreational 
divers as well as divers. Over the years many amateur 
have devoted tracing and salvaging historic shipwrecks, while 
professional a livelihood in this way. However such divers in 
the not satisfactorily with regard to the methods they 
em!olc)veld. the the dissemination of information. 
time of writing there is in South Africa no properly staffed and equipped maritime 
no formal training course in maritime arChaeology, no proper facilities 
recept:ion restoration, rehabilitation, repair or proper storage or display 
until recently, was there a qualified underwater archaeologist in 
to 1981, there was no statutory control 
hi"t,... .. iil" wrecks. Shipwrecks have unique 
problems such as ownership, jurisdiction, the apf)IIC,aticm law 
enforcement, while international law frequently comes paper is divided 
into two sections, the first outlining of common relE~valnt to historic wrecks, 
whilst the second focusses on the development leQislaltion protection of 
historic shipwrecks and is structured as follows: 
PART A: 






ownership of lost or property. 
Claims to historic shipwrecks. 
by / sub:seqlJel owners to newly found historic 
\l\Ir4::''''''''C 
wrecks which have been abandoned by the 
Inr!orv\lrit.::;::.rc. ,... .. i,"'in~1 owners or heirs of original owners. 
regulation of matters concerning historic 
""' ..... " of the Meresteyn 1702. 
apl)ilcatIC)n to the Supreme Court. 
evolution of legislation for protection and preservation of historic shipwrecks: 
a chronological approach. 
1.1 National Monuments Act, 1969 (Act No. 28 of 1969). 
1 1.1 The National Monuments Council. 
1.1 Reference to shipwrecks: the 1981 ~rY1,onrl~,cnt;::, 
1 The permit system to salvage historic wrecks 
1 1 The arguments of the archaeologists OVI'~tll"lf"I t"",,::.rlTlit ;::'\,/C!,.,OITl 
1.2.2 The views of the National Monuments 
1 A comparison of the views of the archa!301lDQlsts 
Monuments Council. 
1 The South African Historical Wreck ~0ICle1[V 













1989 draft bill on historic C!hin\Al,ra,""Ii'C! and artifacts [NASOP 
UZ-:::tllll (89/06)] 
Contributors to the draft bill. 
critique of the South African Historical Wreck Society to the 
proposed bill. 
2.1 assumptions inscribed or implied in draft bill: 
2.1.2.1.1 Wreck will be preserved if they are not 




2.1.2.2 Vast discretionary powers to be ve:steiC in 
Council. 
Na·tiolnal Monuments 
2.1.2.3 Anticipated difficulties in the enforcement of certain provisions of the 
draft bill: 
.2.3.1 Permits wrecks . 
. 2.3.2 Wreck InS()ec1tors 
Procedural in the draft bill. 
Disposal of historic and artifacts. 
Furnishing the NMC with information. 
1 Perceived inconsistency in the definition of an historic \Alr~lo"'Lr 
1 The time criterion for historical wreck status. 
3 Conclusion 










The Roman - and Roman-Dutch law principles of acquiring 
ownership of lost or abandoned property 
Roman law OIVloe:o into different categories such as res 
commercium owned) and res intra commercium 
(things which can res singulorum (things belonging to a clnnlo 
person) and res nullius (thil"lI"'lC belonging to no-one).3 
Res nullius can by occupatio which can be as : "the 
lawful taking by a person, with the intention of becoming 
owner, of which are capable of which are 
unowned in fact; for wild animals, birds, 
trove, abandoned things enemy property."Jj 
Abandoned thir"lnc (res derelicta) are a category of res 
classilrled as if the former owner had the intention of .. olinrlllichinl"'l 
ownership thc,ro("'It 
be carefully distinguished from property which has 
A lost thing (res deperdita) remains property of its owner, 
delspi1:e the he no longer control thereof, still has 
(intention) of remaining ownec A finder of lost 
not become the owner thereof until prescription has run in 
Whether or not a thing is <::Ih,:::anr1nr.oi'1 fact. 9 There is 
however, a presumption ",h':::ant;l"\r,,",,,,cnt property which has 
any value. The intention to nrr.nclrt\l is therefore not 
presumed. 10 
Abandoned shipwrecks fall into category of res derelicta. 
Merchant Shipping Act" defines 'wreck' as : "including flotsam, ;ctC!:lrn 
lagan and derelict found in or on the shores of the sea or of 
waters of the shores the sea or any tidal waters of the 
portion of a ship or aircraft abandoned, stranded or in rlic1rrcc~c 
portion of the or equipment of such ship or aircraft any 
portion of the personal on board such ship or aircraft when it was 
lost, abandoned, or in distress and belonged to any who 
was on that at that time." 
This definition between historic wrecks whose owners 
may no longer idetntifiat)le, and contemporary wrecks whose owners 
(whether the 1"\ .. ;' .... ;n"'l heirs or underwriters) still an 
interest in their nrr\nClrf\1 
Similarly, !:lh,:::inl;nr"lrncnt in this probably means omrSIC81 not 
legal abandonment. 
1.2 Claims to historic shipwrecks: 
U';::'jJUlO;::' concerning the ownership of wrecks 
typical scenarios will be considered : firstly 1 where 
discovered the location of an historic and have begun 
cargo and other artifacts where a 
abandoned by its original owners, become derelict 
rival salvors claim to have rights Two reported cases 
I"'n.nl"',::.rninl"'l shipwreck will be considered. Although wreck was 
cla:ssi1ied as historic at the time of general common law 










1.2.1 Claims by underwriters I subsequent owners to newly found historic 
wrecks: 
case of Salvage Association of vs. 
is the leading case in this regard: 
hetmC)pv:fae was wrecked off (:::'f'~~o ... Point, Bay on 12 
September while on a from Australia to England. Both ship 
and the were owners to underwriters who 
paid the owners for a total loss. 
The had salvaged ingots of tin and copper from 
wreck Association of London had not been approached 
or consented to such respondent syndicate alleged that it 
had obtained authorization from South Government to search 
for and recover treasure-trove, particularly at wreck 
ThermopyJae. It further believed that the wreck and cargo had been 
abandoned by had been the owners". 13 
The Salvage Association of London through 
submitted an application on motion for an 
respondent syndicate from working at the of the Thermopylae, and 
from disposing of anything they might have recovered therefrom.14 
Villiers, C.J. that according to the authorities, is a 
presumption that property is not unless it is proved 
the owners intended to do so. Thus, in the present the 
proving that the owners have altogether abandoned their rights of 
ownership, is on the respondents. The fact that the owners have for some 
taken no to recover their property, does not give rise 
a presumption abandonment. 15 
Implications of the Thermopylae judgment: 
f'otIOf"t the date upon which the salvors 
operation. What is is that the Thermopylae 
foundered in September and that the time of the 
application in 1906, were still work wreck No more 
seven years have elapsed. In the circumstances, it seems 
l'o:::I.:;:,,..,,n~nlo to presume that ownership not been abandoned. 
However, it seems questionable whether the same reasoning should 
today be to a wreck. It is estimated there 
are in excess 46 pre-dating year 1 in South African 
territorial waters.16 Supposing nothing been from 
underwriters of a seventeenth century wreck: could it still be that 
the mere that years" have elapsed during which the owners 
have made no effort salvage should not give rise a 
presumption of abandoment or would presumption be diminished by 
the lapse time as suggested by Meurs.17 
the difficulties outlined in the aforegoing passage, the 
legislature proposes by statute to modify the common law presumption 
against abandonment. Section 2 (1) of the "Bill on Historic Shipwrecks 
and Artifacts's stipulates that historic wrecks will be owned by 
the while S 2 provides all historic wrecks and are 
deemed have abandoned until the contrary is proved. Section (1) 
(iii) an historic wreck as one which is least eighty old or 











innovation will force persons with obscure claims ownership to 
come forward and prove the same. Provided such ownership is not 
nl"l"'\I"',,"1 the state is free to permits to salvors subject to such 
,..n .... rliirinr'C' as it deems appropriate. IS 
prc)pc)sed legislation will examined in detail in B of this paper. 
Claims by third parties to which have abandoned by the 
underwriters, original owners or heirs of nrilrlin:::al owners. 
Such abandoned have become res The question 
which often is what steps need to by a salvor to es1:ab!lish 
ownership or some other right over a wreck. 20 was set out supra, 
method of acquiring ownership of a res nullius is through occupatio. 
what is where a person is in of taking control 
before he another interrupts and possession of the thing? 
Such facts were in two judgments: 
The first is that of Underwater Construction & ~alvaae 
The dispute revolved around the wreck 8 8 HVJ'Jat,/a \/U,I"\II"'·I"\ 
foundered in off Whale Rock in on on 
a voyage to New York carrying a cargo of blister COIJPE~r 
chrome ore. 22 
It was common cause that the 88 Hypatia had 
her owner and had I"\QI"'nrrIQ res derelictae. 
On 14 March 1967 the nl",iintiftc- explosives loosened separated 
the propeller blades from 
while the remaining two were 
of rope was attached 
\I\JI",;)("I<" They took two bla(jes ashore 
on seabed. spot a piece 
the shaft near the bla.de:s. 
On 16 March, the defendants proceeded to the wreCk, the 
n-..: ... I.t,,, .. and transported two blades to Cape Town. 
plaintiff the defendant for the return of the blades, 
claiming that it acquired ownership by of separation. 
defendant plaintiff's claim be dismissed and in 
reconvention claimed an order directing the plaintiff to return the two 
blades in plaintiff's to the defendant. According to the 
defendant, it had steps in the plaintiffs) 
remove the propeller blades. 
Banks J on a of probabilities found although the rlotont"l'.:>n:tc-
had previously worked on the wreck of the 8 8 Hypatia, they had 
so with a to possession of the propeller blades. The nl",;ntiift 
("nrltl"~,~t as soon as it had forced the blades apart from the 
wreck, had possession of the same with the intention of becoming 
the owner thereof had in ownership.23 
The case dealing with claims 
Reck and others. 24 The Antipolis, a r'~_,_I, tanker was 
yard in Taiwan when her tow-cable parted on 
drifted ashore and ran aground Oudekraal on the 













The applicant, Mills, respondent, Reck jointly agreed remove 
alloy pipes from the condenser of the Antipolis. In 
the condenser casing needed to be cut open. In July 
1987, commenced working on the casing and continued doing 
so whenever the weather permitted access to the wreck. 
were occasions when the sea was diveable when the 
was not available. 
frustrated, hired another boat and enlisted the second 
(and others) to assist in the salvage operation. Mills found 
I'"\l"'Ir-.nc,nTC the wreck and persuaded them to leave on the 
had a prior right. 
cancelled the agreement with Mills 
thereof. Reck informed Mills that he 
would henceforth be working on the 'filr.""" 
was this stage still in 
alleged that when 
he had noticed fresh 
cutting from the other end, utilizing 
It was only after the agreement between himself 
and (first respondent), that he use of 
for an interdict inter alia restraining 
further interfering with the applicant's 
or its contents. To succeed, however, Mills would 
show that he had a right worthy of legal protection. 27 
Respondents argued that the applicant had no right of ownership in 
wreck or any part thereof as neither he nor the first had 
any part of the wreck. The intention of 
throughout been to remove nothing but the contents 
possession of the whole wreck was never intended 
Until the condenser was removed from the wreCk, it 
distinction between this case and that of 
(Pty) Ltd. v 8ell29 as 
applicants had, according to J, 
propeller separating them from 
nullius was established. 
In a solution to the present 
authorities. An analogy was sought 
taking control of wild animals which I"'I"'I'r"IC!T,T, 
nullius. 
According to the Digest'JO there were two schools of thought. The first is of 
opinion that a wild animal which by a hunter, 
once becomes the property of the hunter in hot 
pursuit thereof. 
Should he cease to pursue it, he the animal 
again becomes the property of the first to it. If another were to 
capture the animal while the original hunter was following it, such 











t:'or",....,..."rI cf'hnnl of thought that a wild animal only becomes the 
property of the once he captures it, as there are many things which 
may prevent the hunter from actually taking possession the wounded 
animal. 
Roman-Dutch law seems support that n\l\Ino!'chi,n is not 
until is captured introduces a for those 
ont'l!:lrlO in unfair hunting practices. According to Groot31 
"If one person 
the ownership of 
game and another catches it, the acquires 
same, but may fined for hunting unfairly." 
The view of Voet accords with that of De f..;.r,.,,....T 
me!ddleSOITle forms of should oeinal/iolur is 
cause of brawls." 
Burger J comes to the following conclusion: 
"In my view the passages quoted from De 
adequate authority for interdicting the from Inh:.rt,::.r.r,n 
with the original hunter in his pursuit or with person working on 
the to separate a that is still so engaged. If 
oa1te-(~rashE3r could for interfering, which hardly seems 
apl:llicablle today, there is every reason to interdict him. 
I am aware that this would ... "'''',....,... ... ,;'''''' a right (not a right of 
ownership) a person in salvage - it seems to me 
rules of fairness and justice so 
The court cannot countenance two people quarrelling or even 
fin • ..,tinit'l over same object, and if it has to then the first in 
preference, provided that he is actively 
engaged upon the activity."33 
The proceeded to grant an interdict against Reck and 
respondent, barring from with the Sal'\IaCle 
condenser. However, was not to apply if Reck 
worked in association with the original agreement. 
LA1NI~,34 in analysis judgment states the following: 
very essence of occupatio as a method of acquisition of 
ownership is that the first person who in taking a 
thing that is unowned acquire title to it. Until 
thing is available to grant to a nOlrcn.n 
not even managed to possession of the thing de1'ea1ts 
rules of occupatio. 
The counter-argument naturally, that failure of the law to 
protect people in the process of acquisition will result in laVl,les;sness 
- in what Voet termed 'quarrels and brawls'. Perhaps this is Inevlt8l0le 
where one is dealing with a primitive legal as OCl::::uJJarJro 
undoubtably "35 
In an appeal decision of Burger J in Provincial 
UIVISlcm the Appeal was highly critical of the approach of 
court. Joubert A.J. held that Burger J had in using the 
!:In~~lnrl\l of the pursuit of wild animals and that such of the 
common law was unwarranted.36 principles of Mandament van 
Spolie ought rather have been applied. In order his 
application for an barring Reck other from removing 













1) was physically in control/in PO!SSEISS!IOn of the Condenser; 
2) that 
wish. 37 
wrongfully deprived such possession against 
had attached a rope floating buoy to the 
A.J. held that even if this were so, it would not 
element of physical control. It follows that the 
wrongful deprivation of could not have 
The court concluded that Mills had failed to 
Mandament van Reck and 
not entitled to a interdict against 
Mills had never control of the condensor.38 
Comments on the aPIPe,al judgment: 
was entitled to a 
Mills was thus 
his associates as 
According to a rope attached to the underwater object with a 
floating buoy tied other end would not constitute requisite 
nn\l<::!lr~u control which is to satisfy the mandament van spolie. 
question which is what conduct would establish 
such physical control. Would, for example, a flrH::Itinlf'l nlatf'nrrl1 attached to 
underwater object be sufficient or should the by some means 
the object on the seclbelj. 
Of course the legal dispute betweEm Mills and Reck could been 
aV()ldE!d had a salvage drawn up between parties. 
operation was verbal partnership 
of a salvage agreement is that which has been r1r::lI\J\ln 
B.E.J.S. Werz as the of the University of 
<::!'::'I\lnl~~ of the wreck believed to the Doster/and 1 in 
Bay. joint maritime archaeological operation is presently being 
conducted. Matters regulated by the contract are inter the following: 
The contribution of skills, of each party I custody 
of finds artifacts as well as insurance cover thereof, the apportionment 
of costs, coverage and documentation of the 
project, the salvors' and the wreck and artifa(~ts, 
arbitration in of a parties and the 
compliance with rt:>It:~\/~I"'It IE~Qi5;lation 
The need for statutory regulation of mattei's concerning historic 
shipwrecks: 
lack of prc)te(:tlc)n of both historic and the discoverers of 
wrecks, prior to 1 I is best illustrated by means of a case study.39 
The matter concerns wreck of a Dutch vessel. Meresteyn. 40 She 
was wrecked on the south-west corner 1~1~lnrl at the entrance 
Saldanha Bay on 3 April 1702 while carrying a cargo of coins and 
lead bars.41 
On 30 March 1971 the ~<:II'''<:Ir.'''' company registered as Marinesaive 
(Proprietary) the Provincial Division the Cape of 











It appears the time application, cal\l("\"c were able to acquire 
rights of ('\\lIlrlc"chin in abandoned shipwreck. 
IC""f"'i.nJ'"" up to the application can be described as follows: 
ch!:1lrcc in company Marinesaive (Pty) Ltd. were three 
shareholders - Archibald Dichmont, Trevor Hayward Williams. 
Dichmont (the applicant) was an attorney by profession practiced in 
Cape Town, while Hayward and were full-time divers. 
Dichmont was holder of a Controller of 
Customs and to search the coast of 
the Republic. 
of lif"clnf"c require the holder at the 
out his ::lr.1WltlP.~ for the past year and to outline his 
forthcoming year. 
On January 1971 applicant arn/lct;:,,.., Controller of Customs and 
Ex(~ise as follows: 
diver) still have hopes of finding the 
Island which is most valuable treasure ever 
been off the South African coast. I 
arrangements with a resident in Saldanha Bay who 
the weather is suitable (it very rarely is off Jutten Island) 
to Saldanha to work the area. I continue my "''''"",,.,...1-''\ 
year." 
The applicant had for preceding years for the wreck of 
the Meresteyn and had in the last year found thereof in the form of a 
cannon. discussed his find with Hayward Williams and 
them to the search as the applicant could only do so on 
infrequent when conditions were favourable over weekE:mcls 
On 8 March 1971 Hayward and Williams informed that they had 
discovered wreck of the Applicant immediately wrote 
the Controller Customs advising him the discovery and 
laying claim wreck. 
in the past, 
with rival /"11\/,0 .. ", 
could lay their rH~rvic on. 
wrecks cvr"Ot:U",Crll"'c!i 
de~SCEmd on the wreck 
In the hope of finding a method whereby apl)licant protect his rights 
in the Meresteyn, made an ap~)Oirltment Deputy Minister of 
Finance, Dr. Du Plessis. Various PO:SSllbilltJeS were whereafter 
the applicant was to for Customs and Excise. The 
applicant Secretary concern and informed him that 
he in the wreck. Secretary that he 
19 March, Hayward and Williams were advised 
group, the Dodds Brothers of their follow 
of the Meresteyn and work there in competition with discoverers of 
wreck. The henceforth to the persons in question 
them of ownership in wreck. 
March, Hayward and Williams a quantity 
du(::ateJOrlS and bronze cannon from the Meresteyn which were 











In order to seize the wreck and to leave some proof of ownership, 
Hayward had on the same day marked the area by leaving a crowbar and 
20 foot steel wire rope under the water in the area. The wire rope was 
stretched around red bait pods and shackled to the seabed. In addition 
Hayward scratched marks on an ingot of lead and marked several iron 
cannons. Having seized the wreck as aforesaid, applicant and his 
associates intended retaining their ownership in it and to recover treasure. 
On 25 March the applicant again met with the Secretary for Customs and 
Excise who now stated that in fact his department did not have the 
authority to grant applicant sole rights in any particular wreck. 
On 26 March another rival salvage diver informed Hayward that he had 
read the letter which applicant had directed to the Dodds Brothers. Like 
the Dodds Brothers, he too intended ignoring the applicant's warning and 
would follow the applicant's group to the site and work on it himself. 
The applicant and his partners were now in a quandary: The coins and 
other artifacts of the wreck were scattered over a wide area and what had 
up to that point been recovered could have represented only a fraction of 
what may ultimately have been salvaged. If they resumed salvage work 
on the wreck site, other divers would descend upon the area, whereas, if 
they ceased visiting the site, other divers would commence searching for 
the wreck and could claim that the applicant had abandoned his rights 
thereto. 
Having spent a considerable amount of time and money in locating the 
wreck, the applicant's group was desirous of having its rights protected. 
The applicant thus in his application submitted that he had through 
Hayward seized the wreck of the Meresteyn and that such seizure was 
made with the intention of acquiring ownership. 
2.1.2 The outcome of the application: 
Judge Beyers turned down the application stating that it was impossible to 
grant rights of ownership in a range of objects scattered over a wide area 
on the seabed. 43 
The implication appears to be that a right of ownership in an abandoned 
wreck which was in tact, would have been recognised. 
The concepts of a 'wreck site' and 'historic wreck' as developed by statute 
will be considered under part B of this paper. 
2.1.3 The salvage of the Meresteyn: 
Once the application had been turned down, the site was open to 
exploitation by all. It was not long before the Dodds Brothers arrived on 
the scene. They too began salvaging the Meresteyn as they were legally 
quite entitled to do. 
All in all an estimated 15 000 coins comprising of inter alia a few gold 
ducats, silver ducatoons, silver riders and Dutch shillings dating back to 










the negative aspects of the sal'vaCle MEtre!::tev'n as 
greatest tragedy of the salvage f"Inl:.r~iHf"In most 
along the coast of South Africa was intense 
competition between rival of C!:II'\Jf"Ir'C greatest emphasis 
was placed on the recovery of little attempt was made 
to recover the other valuable artifacts were uncovered. The 
bronze guns and but many other objects 
such as pewter spoons clay pipes and candlesticks were 
largely ignored in the Furthermore the authorities 
showed little in a representative collection for 
display, for instance in and thereby lost a great 
opportunity. 
One can but mi~;ta~(es of the past will serve as loc,crw,c 
for the future, 1\/0'"_"';;'''''1'\1 h'::'r"'l,::.fj'tc.: nobody, while due '"'O ...... Ul 
will ensure that undoubted cultural value 
future nOlnor!:ltif"'lnC " 
that there was an urgent 
........ r'+o''''t historic wrecks and wreck 
roc~tri/"'tir\nc on the hitherto uncontrolled explOitation of 
and secondly, to provide prc)te<:::tlcln 
discovered wrecks and thereby ,::.Iirnin!:ltirll"'l 










Evolution of legislation for the Protection 
Shipwrecks 
PrE~se!rvi:tticm of Historical 
1.1 The National Monuments Act, 1 
The objective of the National Monuments Act, 1969 is to "'r',.\+.o/"'+ 
preserve a wide which are deemed to be of ~iP(:th,::.tif" 
cultural, significance. Falling within the 
: certain burial grounds and graves, ...... 'O, ...... I",l"i""I'" 
riPrniPl'Y'\h,r~r'f"iP and antiques, meteorites 
rlr''':::'\Mir''ll''tc arc:haeological or palaeontological 
Prior to 1 historical shipwrecks were not 
under discussion. 
1.1.1 National Monuments Council 
A body, namely the National Monuments Council (NMC) is 
est:ablisrled in terms of S2. The NMC in consultation with the Minister of 
National Education is responsible and protection of 
the cultural heritage of South is composed of a minimum 
of seven members who are minister. Two additional 
members who are experts in may co-opted by the NMC.46 
1.1 Reference to shipwrecks: the 1 amendment 
The original Wargraves Monuments Act of 1969'17 made no 
specific reference to In subsequent it hor'!:lirr.o 
evident that such protection was required. The act was ..:::. ...... .ont"i.orl 
and 1986 to 'fill 
1 1 Arguments against the existing permit C:n/c:t~lm by the archaeologists:51 
although the NMC laid down f"Qr'~..:::.in 
principles in the conditions a permit, the salvors had no 












shipwreck material was where it was and could await a 
when the maritime archaeology was properly 
established in Africa. Although minimal equipment and 
facilities were required for the location and of wrecks, 
laboratories and a of skilled were 
necessary before progressing towards Chemical 
processing of some finds could take up to five No institution 
or private company South Africa the nelce~:;sa 
facilities to undertake underwater 
as the element of financial reward is commonly present, the 
impression may be created the NMC tacitly sale 
objects removed from shipwrecks; 
number of divers interested in historical wrecks was 
rapidly. Rival diving groups were competing for to locate 
and salvage the same wreck or wreck Permits for several 
wrecks were often issued the same diver. system was 
undesireable as it encouraged hasty superficial work; 
some amateur divers worked selectively on wrecks, searching in 
particular for coins, precious metals, cannons, porcelain 
jewellery. This selectivity not with archaeological 
Archaeology is not concerned with "things" per se. 
cultural material provides clues past. It is not the 
Dlelces of the that are important to 
naE~OIO but the context in which they are found; 
shipwrecks are often incorrectly identified by salvors. Divers not 
uncommonly decide on identity of a from a cursory 
examination objects on the seabed. A permit is then sought in 
which the ship is named. Artifacts are removed, then declared 
without doubt to originate from the so named. In the 
identity of a ship can often only be with certainty 
a detailed of the wreck and proper of the 
.... r"t,'t .... ,...'t ..... has completed. 
there is insufficient public reporting of work on old wrecks. 
The of removing objects from a site, placing a a 
museum and submitting a list of finds or a grid is 
unsatisfactory. Old wrecks are the property of the nation and 
deserve publication to proper academic standards. Divers are rarely 
capable or interested in doing so. Furthermore, divers are working 
old wreck a pace which far capacity 
professional historians archaeologists publish on the material 
and uncovered; 
in short, various old wrecks have been ruined irretrievably proper 
historical research; there is no overall plan or for shipwreck 
research in South Africa; the standards of maritime archaeology as 
observed overseas are lacking a serious extent in country; 
old shipwreck which to considered as 
national cultural property, is in fact still inadequately protected in law 
and is being subjected increasingly to the prospect of exploitation for 
adventure and personal gain. 










To consult urgently with int.:::.r'Qct.::.ri n!::Irti.:>c with a view to formulating -
a) a strategy for shipwreck 
b) improved legislation to provide sa1'equar'ds protection of 
exploitation; 
o+h,;",,,, for shipwreck research and ex~)lolitation in 
a::itl"lol" imrne(jia1tely halt the issue of further permits work on Wrl=!Ck:S 
and insist on full public reporting 
aC(:ldE~mic c1r!:lnri!:l,rric for all wrecks for which permits have !:Ilr~~!:Irl\l 
I;:);:)I..IOUI-- or impose a moratorium on salvage work 
h;",'tnl";,"''''I "" .... ::.",1,,'''' and revoke all existing permits until n ... ,,,\n.::)1" 
1.2.2 The views of the National Monuments Council in regard to the permit 
system 
The response of the NMC 
concerning the 1981 !:II"nOnf'iI"n,cnt 
the archaeologists 
,,"1~t'inn~1 Monuments Act, 1969 will 
now be considered :54 
The recommendation arc:hal9010gists that a moratorium should 
be imposed on the sal'vaCle ''','l''or,l;-", older than 1 00 years until an 
institute for maritime own salvage facilities (as in 
Western Australia) is It would take many 
years for the an institute. The NMC is 
unable to prevent from wreck sites; 
To give permit holders increased legal protection, every wreck for 
which a permit was applied, was provisionally proclaimed to a 
monument by the NMC. However, this procedure to 
other divers from poaching on wrecks which holders 
rights. Besides the practical problem 
evidentiary difficulties have arisen. In one ; .... "'+"',..."'0 obilec1ts 
removed from a site by unauthorized rill/ore ho'we'ver 
v, .... ,;;.v .... to take action as it was impossible to 
taken from a specific wreck; 
NMC therefore adopted a far more I""\r!:lnn"l~ti" 1""\,"'11("'\1 
sal'vaCle on a limited scale would be r'lor·"''''"i'i'orl ,",ULJlv''''' 
It was originally 'A/r,::.",!..·", 
nrQiri!:li'inl"'l 1830 would only be in 11"n(~t!:lI"l".::>e 
where the wreck site was nothing but 
sCclttelred remains. The applicant should furnish information 
salvage experience, collaboration with museums, 
as well as research conducted on in 
"n'''Iriii'inr,c lay down certain 
the salvage procedure. A survey should 
and a grid system established. All finds 
in a logbook which must be made aVc:lilable 
NMC; 
all Sal'va(led n"Ioto ... ;""I deposited with the collaborating 
museum 
the I"n!:l'torl,;:',ll 1A"hil"'·h 
Customs are 
more than one third 
NMC has the power to claim up 50% 
ril"'lnJ::lir.::>c to the museum in question. 










The reason 1"'1;\101".::0 .::oO<::l'!"r"h for objects of value such 
as is Uv,,,,,Cl~J"v costly nature of salvage work. 
remove objects with little or no value, the 
NMC may exchange material for more valuable (from the 
NMC's share). 
The NMC does not in principle to salvors 
of the salved material. A case in point is the Johanna a 
treasure of silver coins was discovered. Apparently 
handed to the NMC which in turn delivered the same to 
Cultural Museum. The mainly worn 
was sold by the divers to cover and salvage VV'::H;;:). 
The operation was conducted the supervision of a trained 
archaeologist and was employed by the salvage unit 
the 
r"n.-nnlio.::o with the conditions of the 
and to ensure that ,..r.'~I"O/ ... t archaeological procedures are 
tOllowed, NMC has appointed honourary shipwreck curators; 
;;:)v\..IVCI diving in South Africa is becoming an increasingly popular 
Besides the full-time professional salvors, there are countless 
!:Ir'n'e:.tOI n,\l,ore with metal detectors who their free time 
examining wrecks and searching for new It is seI1se~le~;s 
h!:l"rann legislation on the statute books activity if it is 
Inenfo,rcElable in practice; 
misconception to believe material is 
\l\Ih,Qro it Many amateur and are removing 
r'n",+01";",1 without permits and same to 
Pnlir"ir,n the wrecks is a task which is impossible for the 
most no formal marine archaeological training. 
However, there are a few divers who are currently studying 
archaeology whHe others are doing so abroad. In some 
countries salvage work under the of 
trained divers This ought to be in 
South Africa; 
professional salvors frequently apply for permits 
of wrecks, the reason being that different 'AlI"~~I"'V 
under different conditions. Some \"/I'I~r"Il'e 
only a couple of It is th", .... of,nl"o ir'nI"""I"i'''I''\+ 
particularly for the to have rights to 
of sites as to throughout the 
granted a an applicant is required by NIVIC 
research into the of wreck. Permits are 
nl'~lntc.rl prior to the actual of the wreck. The identity can 
only confirmed once the is salvaged - even then often 
without absolute certainty. the South African coastline ",,,,1,,1"\,·,, 
sellOorn find whole wrecks, but generally only scattered objects on 
In cases where the identity cannot be confirmed 
reported to the NMC; 
it is that many divers do not publish their work. 
thorough reporting on the most einnifil"''='I''It 
been done, ego the Sacramento Doddington (1 











Referring to final recommendation by the archaeologists, NMC 
made the following points: 
a) a moratorium would not be effl3ctlve reasons stated ~II"U''''' 
b) sal'vaClfl operations is required from all permit 
time as there are more trained maritime 
arc;haleolo~llsts, rt:)nr,rtc cannot to meet academic 
sal'vaCle operations should be published; 
written consultation with authorities, divers, historians, 
archaeologists concerned undertaken with a 
view to formulating: 
d) authorities should approached by the Committee Heads of 
De~:;lal'ed Institutions55 with a request for : 
revised amendments shipwreck legislation; 
the training of maritime archaeologists the introduction 
of such posts at provincial museums in coastal 
1 A comparison the views of the Archaeologists and the National 
Monuments Council 
The approaches archaeologists and 
preservation of historical wrecks appear to 
NMC to the protee-tion 
in the following reslpec:ts 
whereas the archaeologists would a withdrawal of existing 
permits and call for an immediate granting of new permits, 
that such measures would be ignored by 
counterproductive in 
im~)os,ition of a moratorium until such time as a 
been established in South Africa, would for 
recommended. NMC argues that 
the present permit system should I"'f"\r,tin, 
whereas the arciha1eologlsts 
academic standards) salvage work which 
issue of permits, the NMC contends only be 
once a sufficient number of trained maritime archaeologists 
are available to salvage work; 
arc:haeoloQlsts deplore the sale of S81'VaClSa goods, the 
ap~)ealrs have no objections disposing 
manner. 
The and the NMC are agreed that: a strategy 
and for shipwreck and exploitation is required, 
that there is a need to train maritime archaeologists, 
museums research centres established 
importantly legislation apropos shipwrecks should 
revised as a of urgency. This done in with 










1 The South African Historical Wreck Society 
.... clTnrg turning 1986 amendments the National Monuments Act, 
1969, it is necessary to the professional historical wreck salvor 
and the role of the South African Historical Wreck Society (S.A.H.W.S.) 
are a number of well-organized diving units who conduct salvage 
operations both within and South African territorial waters. The 
initiative, efforts resources of professional salvors led to 
of all the major historic wreck finds along the South African 
coastline. In contract no university or other archaeological group has 
made any wreck of Salvage work is conducted in collaboration 
with museum situated to the wreck 
S.A.H.W.S. was inaugurated on 19 July 1 It was created to give a 
and professional divers and others with an in 
It is a national having members in Western 
Cape, and Its membership is composed 
professional salvors, amateur/recreational as well as non 
simply having an interest in historical wrecks. Since formation the 
Society held regular meetings, hosted many speakers media 
presentations on shipwrecks and related subjects, co-operated with the 
NMC other bodies in projects like National Symposia on Maritime 
Archaeology and the wreck survey Granger Bay, and generally busied 
with the of promoting maritime archaeology and the 
conservation of the South African marine heritage. 
On 15 May 1986, a meeting with NMC attended others by 
archaeologists from the Universities of Cape Town and Stellenbosch, the 
H.W.S. made the following 
S.A.H.W.S. is to the entire sphere of maritime 
conservation. One our principal objectives is to in the 
conservation and protection historic shipwrecks. Accordingly the 
Society is committed to promoting a sustaining participatory 
relationship among all divers, shipwreck salvors, marine 
archaeologists and hobbyists interested in preserving 
archaeological integrity of historic shipwreck sites. With this in mind, 
the Society has formulated the following guidelines which outline 
what it as acceptable procedures for shipwreck 
undertaken by non-professional in 
Professional guidance. An attempt should 
professional guidance archaeologists marine 
concerning operating procedures for locating, mapping and 
recovering objects of antiquity. Professional advice should 
sought from conservators about procedures for ........ .oc-.or"/I 
artifacts. 
Recording Information. All 
conducted in a manner which at all 
and time capsules from the past. systematic ' 
O'M'r\rtc- must undertaken to carefully record all information about 
recovered A of the salvage operation should be 











Promoting Marine Archaeology. Marine arc:haeoloCIY 
embryonic and therefore all efforts 
marine and other interested roco'.:>'·"horc 
participate in the wreck and encourage 
the training maritime archaeologists orC)VISIOn of such 
posts at state and provincial museums in the COc3sti31 
Stablilization and on:ser'va'Uoln. All recovered be 
properly prcltec:ted in a safe and secure I-I'Q .... O. 
Descriptive ,n\Jj::.nt,nr,,)c a photographic record of 
together with relevant data should be available 
to State officials, museums and historians lntt:::.roctc.,; 
in the site. 
Maritime Museum. To the establishment of m!:l.r.hlmo 
museums with restoration facilltiE~S and maritime archal901,ogical 
resealrch centres along the encourage norc::rlnc:: 
museums a representative of artifacts rE~cclvel'ed 
to legislation." 
1.4 paragraph 1.1.2, the permit system as introdluCEld by the 1981 
amendment to the National Monuments was considered. 
The NMC was not satisfied with the 1 and urged the 
authorities the Act. Academic from the 
Universities of (Associate Prof. A. Stellenbosch 
(Prof. H. supported the call by the NMC, S.A.H.W.S. added 
its voice to that others, Under such pressure, a committee 01' legal 
experts from government departments was up to review 
the law on SalVaiJe. 
A surprising committee was that neither the 
archaeologists nor the sal'l1a~le divers were ron,roc,on'torl 
findings of the were bill which was 
discussed by a parliamentary After making a the 
bill was published in the Government Gazette of 2 April 1 2 
dealt with the general monuments and certain other obiiec1ts 
of mainly archaeological importance. 
Under the 1981 no was to "destroy, ';~rn~rlt:::. 
or export" from the any wreck or portion thereof or objec1:s 
thereat if older than under a permit. No rt:::.f,::.rt:::.'''I''t:::. 
"salvage or original site", The NMC to'.:>l"orl 
nlll,OI"<::: VYUUIU raise the they were not destroying or ,;~Im~,nir\n 
obileclts which were removed from the seabed, but rather 
(saIVai:lin,o) them from destruction the natural elements. 51 , It was 
this lacuna that was enacted in 'Alhi"h 
was to "disturb or remove any wreck older than 
by both a permit issued by NMC a salvor's li"£::.nr·o ."'''' .... ,,' .... 
by the Commissioner of Customs and I::XI:ISi9. 
The permit by the NMC entitles to salvage a specific 
historic wreck subject to such terms, "r.' .... rli1rir. .. '''' restrictions and 
directions as laid down by the NMC. can therefore be tailored 
to suit a ent::."iti" n,.,..,i,,,,,...t 
In contrast, by the Department Customs and Excise 
allows the holder to C'O!;l" .. "h for abandoned wreck generally.53 
Indeed, no is made between historic 
as can be seen from an examination of the definition of a Ch,n\A/'rOl"'V 










"Wreck - (1) For the purposes of 
includes -
sec:::tlon "wreck" 
(b) of a ship lost, abandoned or 
c-t"':'r"Il"iol"l or of the cargo, stores or eqlJiplTlelnt 
thl:\I"Ot"'lt or any other article thereon .... " 
The NMC permit is U.;;:IUIClIlY valid a period of three years but may 
extended. This is condition that satisfactory progress 
reports are NMC by the salvors. 
licence issued under the Customs and Act, 1964 is valid from 1 
until 31 December of every Although such licence is 
of charge, a security 000,00 is required to 
by the salvor. An application for renewal of such licence is to be 
!li"" ... f"\nr·lI'"'I~l!"\i~~rI by a report furnishing of the past year 
as an outline of proposed for the forthcoming 
of the 1986 amendments are : 
an applicant for a l"'\ol"n"Iit is to furnish \i\ll"iftol"'\ 
museum by the NMC. sharing 
of between the NMC and museums which will receive 
the .,.+,->1ro'.,. c-h~~l"o"66 
a salvor to whom a nor'l"rlIt 
wreck other than those 
empowered to lay down 
conceivably authorize <:'!!lI\/f"\I"<:,! 
from a particular sut)sectlC>rI POS:5iblv 
wreck sites where salvors are l"'\or'n"Iittori 
other; 
to 
no permit will be issued wrecks in a security or 
nature conseration area prior consultation with the 
controlling authorities.?' an application to salvage the 
Dageraad which went down to the Robben Island in 1694, 
allE~Qedlv i"'!lI'"I'"\/I ... 11"1 17 sea of was by the 
Pl"ic:f"\1"'\ Services; 
n"I!ltol'"i!l1 re~co!vel'ea from a wreck site is placed in the custody of 
a museum. museum in consultation with the NMC and permit 
will decide on the disposal thereof. 72 According to the earlier 
i"'nl"ll"li1r;f"\""C- laid down by the NMC, the NMC the state's 
generally transferred it to museum nominated 
the application.73 
Now all material is to be directly deposited 
museum. No mention is made of the Department of Customs 











1 1989 bill on historic shipwrecks and artifacts75 
amen dements to 
entirely with law governing 
AC(3.deml(~S too, having studied the Australian system 
called for a review of the legislation.76 Similarly, archaeological 
community expressed the opinion that the 1969 Act was attempting to 
cover too wide a range of historically and culturally significant material in 
one package.77 It was felt that was a for a legislative 
enactment dealing with hictf"\I""f" clhin\AU'g:lf"LI'c 
The protection preservation of shipwrecks requires a different 
approach to the wargraves, buildings and other structures on Many 
foreign legal systems have drafted specific legislation the protection 
and preservation : Australia (HistoriC 
Shipwrecks Act, 1976), (Wet op Beskerming van Historiese 
Wrak,1973). (Decree 1961-12-26), Norway (Act of 1951-06-29) 
and the United Kingdom (Protection of Wrecks Act, 1973), By 
similar legislation, South Africa would with such Intr'IOC 
attain objective the on National EdlUCc:iticln 
produced a report which incorporates two bills namely the "Bill on the 
Conservation of the Material Cultural Heritage" and the "Bill on Historic 
Shipwrecks and Artifacts".79 The proposed legislation therefore COr'i!:lr!:l,toc 
shipwrecks from other culturally and historically significant m!:ltAri!:l1 
ad(jressE~s the following issues: ownership of historic wrecks 
arti'fac1:s, the powers of the N.M.C., register of historic srlipwrecks, 
rights to for shipwrecks, disturbance of historic wrecks, 
rewards for the discovery of historic shipwrecks, wreck Inspe<:tOlrs 
forfeiture and attachment, the onus proof and 
1.2 Contributors to the draft bill 
In paragraph 1 mention was made of the fact NMC, the 
archaeologists nor the divers were on committee 
which was formed for the purpose of producing what was to become the 
1 amendment the National Monuments Act, 1 
In drafting the present draft bill on Historic Shipwrecks and the 
prehistoric land were prominent while a of 
other were upon to assist; yet surprisingly, the 
NMC, maritime archaeologists nor South African Historical Wreck 
Society were approached, or even consulted. This is 
Drs. Bruno Werz, most highly qualified maritime arc:haleolo~llst 
Africa, who has been involved in a 
wrecks in various of the world, governed by systems of law, 
would been able to make a valuable contribution. With 
regard Wreck Society, it is in full accord with the aim of 
this draft, "Om voorsiening maak vir beskerming en hp.\N::trinn 
van sekere wrakke, wraktereine en artefakte van belang".so 
Indeed, a reading of will confirm that this 
always been position since it was created in 1983. objects and 
activities of the Society were outlined under paragraph 1 supra. 
SOCiety clearly established itself as a mouthpiece for many of 
actively involved in wreck diving; in other those are directly 
immediately affected by legislation 1"'!1"'!'<lClf'nir.1"'! cl"'lin'A/I"':lri.t'C::: 
A meetings of executive committee of the Society were 












It is that the Society finds it alarming that a bill 
when, how and by whom they may be salvaged, be rlr'::l,Ftorl 
group of people, not one whom has dived on a wreck-site without 
consultation with who so for a living or a hobby, nor with the 
SO(~leltv they have to their mouthpiece. 
The critique of 
preservation / conservation 
examined: 
the proposed bill for the 
historical wrecks in South Africa will now be 
1.3.1 False Assumptions Inscribed or Implied in Bill : 
.3.1.1 Wreck -sites will preserved if they are not Uli;I.\UI by divers 
Some aCcideml(~S seem to think that a wreck is an archaeological 
site on land; one of the options open is simply to it covered up 
for future Trlis is not the case. Everything on a wreck-site in 
seas is subject to a constant, inexorable deterioration as a 
exposure to forces of corrosion. To give an 
u~tr'::lti('"\n ,....,.... ..... " •• .-1", .. the case of the V.D.C. cannons removed near 
in Table Bay in 1989. Normally those 
rno1r .. oc of protected and corrosion. Perhaps 
years the overburden is srlifted sufficienty to 
to some danger. they were totally uncovered. 
not removed, they would exposed to a winter 
and powerful seas, which resulted in deterioration which 
could quite conceivably reduce featureless hrr ... n.,·o U .. IUCi:). 
is not the only way in which and artifacts are 
Greenpoint the Seafarer (1966) right on the remains 
Thermopylae (1899), an historical wreck by definition of the 
Harbours Board built a wall on top of the of 
Middelburg (1781) in The Foreshore and harbour 
ovt.onc!in .. \c have piled and concrete over scores of historical 
in Table Bay. in the harbour still produces of 
occasionally. 
I n stark constrast with 
complacent gerleriaHzatic)n 
Inc1·'::In ..... oc is the report's blandly 
"Roerende Kultuurgoed en skeepswrak hou gewoonlik 
met fisiese ontwikkeling en beplanning en met OrTlaEIWllnmsa~ce 
The simple truth is in South African waters is 
leaving wrecks is not a means of preservation. Any 
instances being so disturbed by wave in 
of one winter as to virtually unrecognizable as same 
81 
2.1.3.1.2 (~n,neo"'5'tiil"\n legislation and systems which work in other countries 
will work 
"', ........ '''''''' and compares a 
clclselv follows the Australian C::\/C~TprTl 
rlr~ll"'l".ni-:\n the latter. 
'from that in Australia: 
The draft bill 
it is much more 
is very different 
Australia has relatively few wn3Ck:-sn:es. has excess of 
1400 pre-1914 shipwrecks. in the 1400 wrecks are: 
pre-dating 1700, 90 between 1 and 1800, and 103 from 1 












c- .... 'rO'.:l,rj the work of sal1i1aollna 
de(:::acles, working on one or two projects a time; at 
a millennium to work South Africa's 
in that time most what should protected would 
the Australian state is prepared money can do 
so; in Africa, under the of economic restraint, 
public money will not devoted to rY'I~'l"lhrY'lO archaeology in the 
foreseeable future; 
the legislation was drafted in 
were relatively few sports divers. Since 
proliferation of scuba in South 
late 1960's when there 
1960's there been a 
relatively wrecks, Australia did not a 
COI1si~jer'able number of professional salvors to lose their livelihood 
a result the new legislation: in South Africa there are quite a 
few professionals who have invested a lot of money and are 
accustomed making a living out diving, 
awkward about that living 
, restricted; 
in Australia it is a relatively simple matter to police wreck sites 
inspe~::::t them regularly: in South Africa it cannot done Uv'~CAI..'vv 
the numbers involved; in fact no law governing no 
programme of policing and monitoring can be implemented without 
the support of both the amateur professional divers. 
,.,..+,..",Ii",,,, system seems an excellent system it is suited to 
IrY'I(~t~I"'It"t:lC and conditions there. so, it has not been in 
sufficient time to be objectively: it has yielded three salvage 
projects, two which were, in any case, initiated before enactment 
the Australian Historic Shipwrecks Act of 1 From it 
would appear that there are no grounds Africa's slaVlshlv 
following the Australian c-\/(~TglT\ 
di~;cr,etic:mcuv powers vested in the NMC 
provIsions the bill are alarmingly vague who will allowed 
permits to search for and salvage historical grant 
discretionary to the Council determine who is fit to 
awarded such recent imposition of the moratorium 
salvor who located a wreck was 
~\M'.:lI"("lgrl a permit to it and would 
responsible for pOlicing the The fear 
be case in the future, and that discretionary oo'welrs granted by 
draft bill to the Council will used to salvors of their 
livelihood. Similarly empowerment of Council to 
monetary values for for artifacts purchased,85 a threat to 
this livelihood. The bill should set for suitability of applicants for 
permits, otherwise are at the mercy bureaucratic arbitrariness. 
Possible would' 
the amount of research done into hic-t'f"\I"\I of the \A/l"t:'I"Lr 
the in such I"oc-o'.:llrl"h 










· Page Twenty One 
the previous experience and number of salvage operations 
successfully completed 
the previous record of co-operation with museums 
the amount of time available to the salvors to complete the projects 
(eg. whether an amateur weekend diver or full-time professional 
salvor) 
the absence of a criminal record particularly with regard to crimes 
involving theft, fraud and general dishonesty. 
S18(1) provides that the finder of a wreck is entitled to such compensation 
as the National Monuments Council with the approval of the Minister of 
National Education, subject to the approval of the Minister of Finance may 
determine. This is too vague. It creates the impression that the reward is 
proportional to and dependant on the resources available to the relevant 
government departments at that particular point in time. 
In English law the Board of Trade determines the compensation to be paid 
to salvors. However, there is a link between the costs incurred by the 
salvors and the value of the salvaged goods. This was set out in a recent 
judgment of the Queen's Bench.86 Judge Sheen noted" .... that the 
practice is that all wrecks received by the Receiver of Wrecks are treated 
in the same way. The salvors are rewarded for their efforts and usually 
receive 50% of the value of the wreck. When it is established to the 
satisfaction of the Receiver of Wrecks that the Salvor has incurred heavy 
expenses, that fact is taken into account and the amount paid to the salvor 
will be increased accordingly. If the expenses exceed the value of the 
wreck the Receiver is likely to pay to the Salvor the whole sum realized on 
the sale of the wreck." 
The salvors are of the opinion that the English system is more equitable 
and realistic than that of Australia, where a reward "not exceeding the 
prescribed amount"s7 is payable to a finder, and ought to be thorougrlly 
investigated. 
The fact that S 18(2) makes provision for arbitration proceedings, is not a 
satisfactory safeguard for the salvor. Past experience has shown that 
legal costs often exceed the potential benefit to be gained. 
In South Africa and elsewhere it has always been the divers who have 
been responsible for the locating and salvaging of the vast majority of 
shipwrecks. There are very few cases in which statefunded institutions 
have done so. In the past divers have not always performed satisfactorily 
with regard to the methods they have employed, the keeping of records, 
the dissemination of information, and the generation of academic papers 
(as recommended by the archaeologists - see paragraph 3.1 supra) and 
the conservation of artifacts. It was for this reason that the Historical 
Wreck Society was constituted: to educate divers about the need to 
rectify these shortcomings (see paragraph 4.1 supra.) Since the 
introduction of the permit system for historical wrecks, however, divers 
have shown themselves capable of working under the supervision of the 
Council and Museums. Considerable success was achieved with wrecks 
like the Johanna (1682), the Sabina (1842), the Nicobar (1783), the 
Birkenhead (1852) and the Co/ebrooke (1778) and even before the 
introduction of the permit system with wrecks like the Doddington (1755), 
the Sacramento (1647) and the Atalaya (1647). It is divers, like David 
Allen88 and Malcolm Turner,89 who have written authoritative books on 
shipwrecks on the South African coast. Most of the artifacts now in the 
possession of the museums have been supplied to them by divers. All of 










Page Twenty Two 
The S.A. Historical Wreck Society has always supported the principle that 
divers need to be advised and properly supervised in their work on wreck 
sites (see paragraph 4.1supra.) It has been the Council, the museums 
and the universities who have not had the funds or personnel to do this. 
Indeed most of the artifacts which divers have furnished to the museums 
have not yet been displayed, precisely because the museums do not have 
the funds, the staff or the space to do so. Instead of taking on an even 
greater financial role in the salvaging of wrecks, as envisaged in the draft 
bill with the payment of rewards for locating wrecks90. the purchase of 
wrecks and artifacts from private ownerSS1 , the creation of an 
inspectorate92, cash incentives for informers93 etc., the drafters should 
tackle the much smaller problem of acquiring the fiscal support from the 
state to appoint the staff and create the facilities needed merely to solve 
the existing problems. In the present economic and political climate, even 
the procuring of this funding will be extremely difficult. 
It is falsely assumed that the salvage of rlistoric wrecks is hugely profitable 
to divers.e• This is simply not the case. The costs incurred are invariably 
enormous. In 1976 alone the state of Western Australia spent 92 000 
Australian Dollars on what was at that stage a very limited salvage project 
on one wreck. It was envisaged at the time that the whole project would 
cost the state about 200 000 Australian Dollars.95 Expensive equipment, 
boats and vehicles (subject to rapid wear, frequent servicing and heavy 
depreciation) are required for salvage work. The consumption of fuels, 
lubricants and other consumables is high. Diving equipment is expensive 
to acquire and maintain. In the best conditions divers seldom work for 
more than ten days a month on any site, because of sea and weather 
conditions; yet they must be available to take advantage of favourable 
conditions whenever they occur. These are problems which voluntary 
inspectors, as outlined in the draft bill96 too, will encounter. 
Having borne all these costs salvors get as little as 50% of what they find in 
terms of the existing permit system. They must pay a 15% customs 
royalty and a further 10% surcharge on the entire value of the declaration. 
If as is often the case with silver and gold coins, they market what they 
have recovered in the form of jewellery, they pay a further 35% Ad Va/arum 
tax on its value. Finally, their net income is subject to company and/or 
personal tax. A simple computation of these figures will show that for 
every R1 00,00 in value recovered from a wreck, the salvor can expect 
R20,00 after deduction of costs and the payment of shares, levies and 
taxes to the various state organs who have a claim. 
2.1.3.3 Anticipated difficulties in the enforcement of certain provisions of the 
draft bill : 
2.1.3.3.1 Permits to search for historic wrecks 
S15(1) provides that no-one may search for historical wreck or artifacts 
without a permit, and subject to such conditions as the NMC may deem fit. 
The draft bill proposes to protect and preserve historical wrecks. 
However, no attempt is made to curtail the salvaging of wrecks younger 
than eighty years. An evidentiary problem is likely to arise as it would be 
impossible for the state to prove that a salvor who is, for example towing 
along a magnetometer or metal detector is in fact searching for an historic 
and not a more recent wreck. 
It is suggested that the most effective way to issue permits would be to 
award them to finders of a wreck-site on a 'first-come-first-served' basis 











nnlntc.r1 out in n!:lr·!:Inr!:l!"'.h 4.2, salvors are in any event (bEISICjes 
1"'\""~l'Y\iit.,.' required to a yearly licence from the Department of 
Customs and for abandoned historical wrecks. 
1 . ..::..\.J.v"t;;. Wreck Inspectors: 
Sections 19, 20 21 deal with the appointment, functions and of 
wreck inspectors: was pOinted out in introduction, are some 
1400 historical in South African waters. These are so 
widely dispersed, many of them in remote and inaccessible places, that 
policing them would be an immense To consider one example: a 
dispute arose among some divers who had, or were applying for 
temporary in area River mouth. port captain 
was asked the Monuments see to the policing these sites. 
The police found it impossible one site from the other and 
ascertain who was authorized to The port consequently 
imposed a total ban on diving operations in the of his 
ability the task. Despite this total ban it is divers 
have on these with impunity by swimming the shore. If 
it has proved to impossible for the port captain to police 
which lie in distance of his office with all the means 
dispo:sal, what hope would wreck inspectors of enforcing the new 
leglislc:itic)n on approximately 1 wreck sites along a coastline 
almost 4 000 kilometres? 
The system which prevailed prior to (Le. before a 
moratorium was imposed on all wrecks 1850) is to be nl"e,f"'I",r",r! 
It was the duty of the diver to police his own Permit holders 
the responsibility of patrolling wreck with the wreck InSpe(:::tolrs 
If such co-operation were achieved, could effectively prcltec:ted 
against third Obviously the inspectors would monitor 
the salvage being conducted by the permit holder to ensure that 
the conditions are being complied with. 
Presumptions 
S24(3) that if a person is proved to have been in of 
an artifact within a distance of 10 km from a particular wreck or 
wreck person is presumed to have removed it from such 
hiC",tn ... i,..,,,,1 \A''''''',",!; or wreck site. 
Difficulties are likely particularly in relation to multiple wreck sites 
where may overlap. If one the (1826) at Whale 
Rock Bay as an there are no 250 wrecks which 
the bill would define as within a 10 radius of this point. 
which of these will be presumed removed the 
!:Irtit!:l,..,·t') The problem of positively identifying artifacts allegedly 
removed from them is likely to be a daunting one - it is no simple matter to 
PO!Sltl'll'eIV identify a wreck site, and many are known to which no DO!;ITI\f8 
yet been attached. 
Where there is a of wrecks or wreck sites, the <.AV, ........ ",""u 
could be charged with the from any of them. 
would then shift accused to he did not take the artifact .. 
from the site or if he did, so lawfully a 
permit issued 6). However, in instances where of a 
wreck or wreck is unknown particularly where it is 
whether the same is historic or not, the burden of proving 











1.3.4 Procedural innovations in the draft bill 
1 1 Disposal of historic wrecks and artifacts 
Prior the 1986 of the National Monuments 1969, any 
could acquire any wreck, provided that such 
diver held a licence abandoned wrecks from the Department 
Customs and The draft bill too, frequently refers to the "owners 
wrecks or artifacts other than the state".97 It to 
acknowledge such is 
In of (2) the power to dispose of historic wrecks and artifacts will 
subject to any rights or other rights which might exist in 
respect such wreck or artifact. The word "dispose" according to 81.(ii) 
refers the transfer of ownership or the conclusion of an agreement 
whereby ownership is transferred. 89(2) further stipulates that 
disposal would be to such conditions as the Commissioner of 
Customs Excise may determine. Annexure A) The implication 
appears be the Council has the power to dispose of historical 
wrecks or but subject to any rights, admiralty in 
rem I other real and the conditions the Commissioner 
Customs 
In terms 89(3), if the historic wreck is owned by someone other than the 
state, the Council such owner by mutual on 
the disposal thereof. 
In terms of 89 (5)(a), if consensus is not ,Council must by 
written notice notify the owner that it (the Council) will after the expiration 
of six months, seize the wreck or artifact on behalf of the 
the Council will indicate the sum it is prepared to pay 
In terms 89(5)(c) if consensus 
wreck or artifact will automatically 
the state. 
not been reached ownership of 
the expiration of months to 
If the translation and interpretation is correct, then appears 
an anomaly. "disposal" of an historic wreck or 
artifact is subject to any rights as ownership, which may exist. It 
would thus appear that the Council would unable to expropriate the 
same without the of the owner. However, according to 89(5) 
ownership the wreck or artifact will automatically the expiration 
six months to the if consensus concerning the disposal thereof 
has not been 
It is that situation may be remedied by providing that in 
instances where no agreement concerning the disposal of wreck or 
artifact is reached between the owner and the Council, the Council should 
have a right of pre-emption over thing, if the owner were 












It is submitted that draconian procedures of expropriation as 
contemplated in will a negative in practice. It is improbable 
that state will provide sufficient funding to compensate the owners 
adequately for the of their artifacts. To avoid such the owners 
are likely to their to dispose of them by alternative 
means or destroy them, especially where the scrap value of metallic 
objects as cannon the the Council is to put 
forward. 
A possible solution the problem would be to compile a register of all 
artifacts historical which are in the of 
private and allow them remain legal owners. This would 
least provide a record of culturally valuable which could in future 
be for purposes. Even so, this would an enormous task 
to compile, and it could only done if the owners were assured that their 
artifacts would not be expropriated. 
If there were no record existing the hands of private persons, 
such persons would if found in possession simply raise the 
that such goods were removed from seabed prior to 1986. If 
in it is presumed that artifacts are abandoned and therefore 
owned by the the may rebut presumption by 
alleging that goods were acquired prior to 1 Whereas, if a person 
were be found in of an artifact which does not in the 
register and which was not removed in a permit under 
S16, such person would be unable to the punitive 
S22. 
The that S9(6) allows an owner who is dissatisfied with the quantum of 
compensation put forward by NMC to to arbitration, is not a 
satisfactory safeguard to protect the interests the owner. Why should 
the diver who legally acquired ownership of an artifact in the past, the 
costs arbitration simply because a law now empowers the state to 
expropriate 
1 Furnishing the NMC with information 
S7(1)(h) whom the NMC is satisfied 
information wreck furnish the N 
information. 
This subsection is similar S10(A)(3) of the present National Monuments 
Act, 1 
Compelling a person to divulge information without some incentive, 
whether pecuniary and with value of the or in 
form a permit salvage a site, is unlikely be effective in 
practice. 
In 1979 when the Amendment Bill introducing O(A)(3) was in 
Parliament, it already evoked a amount of scepticism. During 
Second Reading Debate in the of Assembly, Mr. Pyper 
remarked: "It is feared that this provision will actually be 
counter-productive. Co-operation will achieved if some incentive is 
offered.... It is wishful thinking that must just expected part 
with knowledge they have gained as a result years research and hard 
work."98 
It is suggested that argument still holds true today_ subsection 











Page Twenty Six 
2.1.3.5 Perceived Inconsistency in the definition of an historic wreck: 
In terms of S1 (iii)(a), "historic wreck" means any ship or aircraft or any 
portion of such ship or aircraft which -
a) is at least 80 years of age or which has in terms of S8(1) been 
declared to be an historic wreck by the Minister; 
The implication is that a wreck of 80 years is automatically classified as 
historical whereas a wreck younger than 80 years may, should the 
circumstances warrant it, be awarded historical status by the Minister. 
In terms of S8(1), when the Minister considers it to be in the national 
interest that a wreck or wreck site should be protected, he may, on the 
recommendations of the Council, by notice in the Government Gazette 
declare the wreck or wreck site which has been recorded in the register to 
be a historic wreck or wreck site. 
The implication is that a wreck only becomes historical once it has been 
entered in the register and declared by the minister to be such. 
The anomaly is that S1 (iii)(a) stipulates that a wreck of 80 years 
automatically becomes historical, whereas S8(1) requires an entry in the 
register plus a notice in the Government Gazette before the wreck 
receives historical status. 
It is suggested that S8(1) should read: "When the Minister considers it to 
be in the national interest that a wreck younger than 80 years99 or a wreck 
site should be protected, he may, on the recommendations of the Council 
by notice in the Government Gazette declare the wreck or wreck site to be 
a historical wreck or wreck site". 
The purpose of an entry in the Shipwreck Register should simply be to 
provide a record of known shipwrecks to the public at large. The fact that 
a wreck has not been entered in the register should not bar it from being 
classified as historical and enjoying the protection that flows therefrom. 
2.1.3.6 The Time Criterion for Historical Wreck Status 
The amendment of 1986 to the National Monuments Act, 1969 set the age 
at 50 years. The Historical Wreck Society feels that this is too recent. 
Even eighty years, as defined in S1 (iii)(a) of the draft bill is too young, 
bearing in mind that the same section empowers the minister to declare 
any wreck an historical wreck regardless of age. As a general cut-off 
point, a year (eg. 1850) is recommended rather than an age, as the latter 
creates the unsatisfactory scenario of this year's legally salvageable wreck 
becoming next years so-called historical wreck, because eighty years will 
have elapsed. The Historical Wreck Society believes that 1850 is a more 
reasonable cut-off pOint. Virtually nothing of archaeological, technical or 
historical value, which is not already known can be learned from wrecks 
after this time. Even the blueprints of many vessels built after this time are 
still in existence. Should there be any special reasons for considering a 
post-1850 wreck of cultural-historical significance, it can in any case be 
declared an historical wreck by the Minister in terms of the bill. 
In terms of S4 of the draft bill, the object of the Council is to protect and 
preserve the historical and cultural heritage of ship-and aircraft wrecks and 










Page Twenty Seven 
A provision declaring a wreck which has already been lawfully stripped, to 
become an historic wreck simply by reason of the fact that it foundered, 
for example 80 years ago, would serve no purpose. 
Consider the giant Korean bulk carrier, the Oaeyang Family which ran 
aground just south of Whale Rock off Robben Island on 30 March 1986. 
The entire cargo and superstructure have been removed wrlile the engine 
room was at the time of writing being dismantled by salvors. In terms of 
S1 (iii)(a) of the present draft, the rlull of the Oaeyang Family would in the 
year 2066 become a so-called historic wreck. Surely there is nothing of 
cultural or historical interest which future generations could glean from the 
Oaeyang Family. Besides this, not much is likely to remain of a metal 
wreck after 80 years - particularly where it is located along a high-energy 
stretch bf coast. The Orientai Pioneer which ran aground off Cape 
Aghulas on 22 July 1974 can be cited as an example. Nothing but a heap 
of rubble and mangled plates on the seabed mark the spot where the ship 
foundered. The same applies to the site of the South African Seafarer of 
1966 off Mouille Point. 
In an article entitled Shipwreck Legislation: Legality v Morality appearing 
in The Freeman, a New York publication, Gary Gentile argues that :100 
"Not every barge or tramp freighter has historical or cultural value. 
Yet the plethora of anti-shipwreck bills continually in congressional 
hearings are implicitly all encompassing, and seek to put in the 
province of local authority every shipwreck in navigable waters, off 
coastal communities, and those outside the jurisdiction of the United 
States. This is a gigantic number of wrecks: over 4 000 off the New 
Jersey coast alone. What are we to do with them all? And why 
preserve a sunken liberty ship when some of them still ply the seas, 
or are being scuttled as artificial reefs?" 
The Historical Wreck Society feels that setting the cut-off date at 1850 
would halve the number of wrecks which have to be registered, policed, 
inspected, etc., greatly reduce the administrative and financial burden on 
the NMC and the state, and improve the prospects for both hobby and 
professional wreck divers to continue their activities without breaking the 
law or having to deal with unnecessary regulatory restrictions and red tape. 
It is suggested that a provision should exist exempting wrecks of the type 
outlined above, from protection. Such a provision would be the converse 
of S1 (iii)(a) which empowers the Minister to provide protection for a wreck 
younger than 80 years. 
Conclusion: 
3.1 From the foregoing spectrum of views it is clear that the archaeologists, 
the NMC and the South African Historical Wreck Society have divergent 
views on many aspects of salvage diving. The most fundamental point of 
dispute appears to be whether salvage work should be permitted to 
continue or whether it should be halted until such time as academically 
trained maritime archaeologists, modern museums and laboratories are 
available: 
The prehistoric land archaeologists argue that shipwreck material 











Page Twenty Eight 
The NMC adopting a more pragmatic approach is opposed to 
of a moratorium for two reasons: there is no 
how long (if ever) it will until the approves the 
concept and allocates the revenue required for a maritime institute; 
Secondly, of the number of and divers involved, it 
would be physically for the N MC prevent divers from 
proceeding with salvage operations. Salvage on a limited scale 
to prescribed conditions should therefore permitted. 102 
South African Historical Wreck Society, arguing empirically 
contends in South waters is not unlimited and 
leaving alone is not a means of preservation. is a 
number of wrecks, the and the academic institutions cannot 
undertake the task, professional salvors can and they have 
means and technology to do so. Controlled work ought 
therefore to 
The maritime archaeologists believe that legislation would 
antagonize salvage and would lead to the further destruction 
of shipwrecks. By undertaking joint salvage governed by 
well drafted contracts archaeologists and salvors could achieve 
beneficial to all. The saviors' rights material 
from wreck could be secured in such a contract, whilst the 
scienti'fic value of such too would guarded. lOS 
Obviously any salvage operation should conducted within a legislative 
framework. Such legislation should provide for the protection of 
historic wrecks whilst allowing controlled salvage projects to 
conducted. Similarly, the salvors' rights should otected. 1981 
amendments to National Monuments Act 1 introduced the 
permit system. A situation as was described in Part A rival salvors 
descended upon the site of the Meresteyn could no develop as the 
permit would have sole salvage rights to the wreck. 
Having studied and analysed draft bill, certain perceived, 
shortcomings be isolated rectified as was attempted in the 
foregoing arguments. However, it is not only the draft bill per se 
present form which causes concern to diving community but the 
extent to which future depend manner 
which bureaucratic is Thus S the 
minister to issue regulations concerning all which considers 
necessary and useful to achieve the objects of the draft bill. Similarly a 
of S16(1)(a) indicates the a depends 
on the of the NMC. Such arbitrariness could eliminated 
introducing criterea 104 with which an applicant for a permit 
comply. A further example where the drafters of 
maximum amount bureaucratic discretion is in 
whether with or without a permit are entitled to compensation as the 
NMC with the approval of the Minister of Education with the approval of 
the Minister of Finance determine. situation be if 
provision were made 'reasonable compensation' or if the quantum 
compensation were proportionate to value of salved material, as 
was argued supra. Presumably the quantum of compensation could be 
negotiated between the Council and the applicant in terms of 
although this does not clearly circumscribe such 
To ensure that as little culturally significant material as possible the 
R.S.A., a provision could introduced giving the NMC a right of 
pre-emption over that portion of material to which it has no claim. The 
introduction of a clause correspond with a which the 











the salvaged according to the 
cu:stoms duty on this will be paid out of 
museum. museum does not pay 
museum has the first of the salvaged 
option on purchasing further material at market 
3.3 South African Historical Wreck Society, maritime archaeologists and 
NMC expressed their not having consulted in the 
proce~;s· formulating the It now that the 
will in the near future general public comment. 
Hopefully some of the as outlined in this paper will have 
been ironed out. Any party having further suggestions or objections to the 
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to search or search for abandoned wreck along the of the 
of South Africa the coast of South West Africa and to take possession of 
articles recovered therefrom is to ect 
to the of others, any person to whom a licence similar to this 
licence may have been granted or may hereafter be granted and to the 
conditions:-
1. The licensee shall keep a which shall be open to at all 
reasonable times by an officer of Customs and Excise, or any other person 
authorised the Commissioner for Customs and Excise (hereinafter referred to 
as the Commissioner) 
excepted, recovered 
all articles or whatsoever, nothing 
the licensee, the date of recovery, the manner and the 
date of of such articles or 
disposed of. 
~''''''~.~, and to whom and for swn or 
2. The licensee within seven of the date of recovery of any article or 
thing, furnish the nearest Controller of Customs "and Excise with full 
of such articles or things and shall remove the same to a place of se~urity 
by the said Controller unless he authorises in some other 
ma,nner. 
3. The licensee shall keep unopened any safe, chest or other which may 
be recovered until the of Customs and Excise has been advised 
of the recovery and he or his is at the thereof. 
4. The licensee shall pay to the Government the nearest Controller of 
5. 
Customs and Excise a royalty of 15% of the value of all articles or things 
recovered. 
The licensee shall pay on to the nearest Controller of Customs and Excise 
(in addition to the 15% mentioned in paragraph ) ) the duties leviable 
in terms of the Customs nnd Excise Act on any wreckage, articles or as 
well as all expenses incurred by Customs and Excise in connection with whatever 
supervision of his the Controller may deem necessary for the protection 
.. 
of the revenue. 
6. The duties and shall, on any articles recovered, be assessed on either:-
(a) the value of the articles as ascertained by sworn appraisementj or 
(b) if the artiple is sold by the licensee, on the sale price according to 
the decision of the Commissioner in the matteri or 
(c) the rated duty if liable to the rated duty. 
<7. The licensee sha~l notify the nearest Controller of Customs and Excise in writing 
of all wreck discovered or located, within seven of such or location, 











far as known, and their position or locali Such shall be OPj ~ 
np'H,rpn him. at all times for by the Commissioner or Officer 
8. If any work or rp.covery is conducted on or from the 
Act No. 21 of 1935, as amended, such work shall be 
of that Act, 'and the regulations framed thereunder. 
sea-sh,or'e as de fi fled in 
to the provisions 
9. If any work of recovery is conducted on or from the sea-shore or three miles 
limit of South West Africa' (as defined in No. 37 of 1958) such work 
shall be subject to the of that Ordinance and the regulations framed 
thereunder and the Nature Conservation Ordinance, 1967 (Ordinance No. 31 of 
1967) the framed thereunder. 
'HO. This licence is valid from the 1 JCAHV,CL,I,. 1983 , until the 31st 
December, 19 I but may be renewod on application at the discretion of the 
Commissioner. The licence is not transferable. 
:111. Should the licensee:-
(1) fail to commence work within three months from date hereof; 
(2) cease or fail to carryon to the sati~+"~~'" of the 
Commissioner or 
fail in any way to comply with the conditions hereof; the said licence 
may be cancelled. 
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